Abstract

This article describes a first version of a system for translating speech into Spanish Sign Language. The system proposed is made up of 4 modules: speech recognizer, semantic analysis, gesture sequence generation and gesture playing. For the speech recognizer and the semantic analysis, we use modules developed by IBM and the University of Colorado respectively. The gesture sequence generation uses the semantic concepts (obtained in the semantic analysis) associating them to several Spanish Sign Language gestures. This association is carried out based on a number of generating rules.

For gesture animation, we have developed an animated character and a strategy for reducing the effort in gesture generation. This strategy consists of making the system generate automatically all agent positions necessary for the gesture animation. In this process, the system uses a few main agent positions (2-3 per second) and some interpolation strategies, both issues previously generated by the service developer.

1. Introduction

Speech and language technologies have always had an important relationship with their corresponding animated characters. These technologies provide them with new capabilities that improve the interface between them and the end users. The users can interact with animated agents using the common language. An important community of scientists worldwide is developing and evaluating virtual humans embedded in spoken language systems. These systems provide a great variety of services in very different scenarios [1][2][3][4]. In all the aforementioned systems, the synergy between language and virtual character technologies is due to the fact that virtual humans offer a more friendly computer-user interface. This synergy becomes stronger in our case where we want to develop a system to translate speech into gestures for deaf-mute people. In this case, the virtual agent appears as an essential part of the system. It has to represent the gestures obtained from the semantic analysis of the recognized words.

In Spain, during the last 20 years, there have been several proposals for normalizing Spanish Sign Language, but none of them has been very well received by the deaf-mute people. These proposals tend to constrain the sign language, limiting its flexibility. In 1991, MA. Rodríguez [5] carried out a detailed analysis of Spanish Sign Language showing the main characteristics. She showed the differences between the sign language used by deaf-mute people and the standardization proposals. This work has been one of the main studies on Spanish Sign Language and it has been the main reference in our work.

2. System Overview

In figure 1, we show the architecture proposed for translating speech into gestures for deaf-mute people. In this diagram, we have remarked on the 4 main modules, which carry out the 4 steps needed in the translation process: speech recognition, semantic analysis, gesture sequence generation and gesture playing. The position generation and the gesture animation modules permit the gesture animations needed by the gesture-playing module to be generated.

The first module (speech recognition) converts the speech utterances into text words. For this module, we have used the latest version of the IBM ViaVoice software for Spanish [6][7]. It is a voice recognition product that includes essential dictation, and command/control features. This module uses language and acoustic models adapted to Spanish pronunciation.

The semantic analysis module carries out a semantic evaluation of the text sentence (output of the speech recognizer) extracting the main concepts related to the application domain. For this module, we have used the Phoenix v3.0 parser developed at the University of Colorado (The Center for Spoken Language Research)[8][9][10][11]. This parser uses a context free grammar to extract the semantic concepts from the word sequence.

Figure 1: Speech to Gesture System Architecture.

The gesture sequence generation module processes the semantic analysis output and assigns a sequence of gestures to the semantic concepts. In this process, we consider 4 situations: one concept is mapped into a unique gesture, one concept generates several gestures, some concepts are mapped into a unique gesture, and finally, several concepts...
At this step, the gesture sequence generation consists of processing the semantic analysis output to obtain the final gestures that the animated agent will represent. In this process, we should point out 4 situations:

### 3.1. One semantic concept corresponds to a gesture

In this case, a semantic concept (parsed slot) is directly mapped onto a specific gesture. The translation is simple and it consists of assigning one gesture to each semantic concept. This gesture can be unique, independent of the word string or can be different according to the word string, which generated the concept (figure 2).

![Figure 2: Assigning an unique gesture to a semantic concept.](image)

**Figure 2:** Assigning an unique gesture to a semantic concept.

### 3.2. Several semantic concepts are mapped onto a unique gesture

The second situation appears when several concepts generate a unique gesture. This situation should be solved in the previous step (semantic analysis). The solution is to unify the slots in the parser grammar (resulting in just one slot) and to proceed as in the previous situation (figure 3).

![Figure 3: Assigning an unique gesture to several semantic concepts.](image)

**Figure 3:** Assigning an unique gesture to several semantic concepts.

### 3.3. One semantic concept (slot) generates several gestures

The second situation occurs when several concepts generate several gestures from a unique concept. This problem strongly justifies the need for this module: the gesture sequence generation module. Similar to previous sections, the gesture sequence and its order could depend on the concept and its content, or just on the concept. This situation appears in many translation issues:

- **VERBS.** A verb concept generates a gesture related to the action proposed by the verb and a gesture providing information about the action term (past, present or future), the action subject and gerund action (figure 4).

![Action Term](image)

**Figure 4:** Type of gesture sequences generated by verb concepts.

- **GENERAL and SPECIFIC NOUNS.** In sign language there is a tendency to refer to things with high precision or concretion. As a result of this, there are several domains where several specific nouns exist, but there is
no general noun to generally refer to them. For example, this fact happens with the metals: there are different gestures to refer to gold, silver, copper,... but there is no general gesture to refer to the concept of metal. The same thing happens when considering furniture: there are several gestures for table, chair, bed, etc. but there is no general gesture referring the concept of furniture in general. This problem is solved in sign language by introducing several specific gestures (figure 5):

![Figure 5: Gestures for general nouns not presented in the sign language.](image)

3.4. Several semantic concepts (parsed slots) generate several gestures

Finally the most complicated situation appears when it is necessary to generate several gestures from several concepts with certain relationships between them. Some examples are the followings:

- Verb/Action gesture depends on the subject. For example, the verb “fly” is represented with different gestures depending on the action subject: bird, plane, butterfly, etc.
- A similar situation crops up when the gesture associated to an adjective changes depending on the qualified object. For example, the gesture for the adjective “good” is different when referring to a person or a material thing.

These cases are less frequent than the other ones. In our system, they are solved by mixing the strategies carried out in sections 3.2 and 3.3: first, we group the different concepts under a unique slot structure, and then we apply similar strategies as in the section 3.3, to generate a gesture sequence from a unique semantic concept structure. The characteristics of the sign language used by Spanish people have been extracted from [5] where we obtained an extended and detailed description.

4. Gesture Animation

In order to represent the gesture sequence (generated in the previous module), we have developed an animated character. This character is a simple representation of a human person but it is detailed enough to represent the gestures used in sign language. In this section, we focus on the description of this character and gesture generation. One of the main issues dealt with in this section is the way to generate gesture animations from a very small number of character positions to reduce drastically the effort in gesture generation.

4.1. The Animated Agent: AGR (Agent for Gesture Representation)

For representing the gestures, we have developed a very simple animated agent. This agent is made up by combining rectangles, circumferences and different sized lines (figure 6).

AGR is made up of 5 fixed points (head circumference and trunk rectangle) and 60 mobile points: 18 for the right arm, hand and fingers, 18 for the left arm, hand and fingers, and 24 for the face representation (eyes, mouth, eyebrows and two hairs).

![Figure 6: AGR: Agent for Gesture Representation.](image)

In figure 7, we show the hand letter positions (dactylography).

![Figure 7: Signs for the letters](image)

4.2. Obtaining Gesture Animations from Agent positions

An animation is generated automatically from a very small set of agent positions. These are defined previously using a visual tool. The main target of this module is to generate an animation using as few positions as possible in order to reduce drastically the effort of generating gesture animations. A typical gesture usually takes around 2 seconds. This means that, considering 20 frames per second (for a continuous movement), we should create 40 frames/agent position for a typical gesture. In sign language, there are more than 5000 different gestures. Creating their animations is very hard work. In this paper, we propose a strategy that reduces this effort. The main idea is to define a small number of frames/positions (around 4-5 per gesture), and to generate the
intermediate positions automatically. The program creates these frames by interpolation. For any subsequence (positions created automatically between two positions defined by the user), the user can specify different interpolations. In order to design an interpolation, it is necessary to define two aspects: the trajectory and timing.

- The user can define the trajectory that any point of the agent body will follow when moving from the initial to the final position (figure 8). The trajectory is specified by the user in a visual interface (with an adequate zoom) by moving the mouse cursor. When the user defines a trajectory, this trajectory can be assigned to a unique mobile point, a set of mobile points, or to all mobile points. For the mobile points for which the user does not define any trajectory, the program generates a rectilinear one by default. This fact allows a complete specification. The default trajectory is not fixed and can also be modified by the user.

- The second aspect to define is the timing: how fast the point passes through the different parts of the trajectory. The trajectory is a continuous line (infinite points) but the number of intermediate positions is small: around 10. Because of this, the user needs to specify where, in the trajectory, the mobile point will be situated for each of the interpolated positions. In the same visual interface (figure 8), several intermediate circles appear, as many as intermediate positions. The user can position each circle at any trajectory point (as it is not possible to change the circle order). When the user defines timing, it is associated to a unique mobile point, a set of mobile points or to all mobile points. By default, if no timing is specified, the program positions the intermediate points equidistantly.

Two points with the same trajectory can have different timings. The interpolated positions/frames are created by the program combining the trajectory and timing associated to each point. In this process, the program checks some limitations concerning the length of some parts of the body. The goal is to avoid generating extremely deformed gestures. It also checks some conditions: eyes, eyebrow and mouth must be within the head limits, or the pupil should be situated within the eye limits.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an architecture for a speech-to-gesture translator made up of 4 modules: speech recognizer, semantic analysis, gesture sequence generation and gesture sequence animation (gesture playing). The main effort in this work has been focused on the gesture sequence generation and gesture animation. The gesture sequence generation is applied over the semantic analysis provided by the Phoenix parser. The hardest situation has been when a semantic concept generates several gestures. For this case, the detailed description of the Spanish Sign Language, carried out by M.A. Rodriguez [5], has been very useful.

For the gesture animations, we have developed an animated agent and a strategy for reducing the gesture generation time. This strategy consists of combining agent positions created by the user and positions generated automatically by the system. The position generation is carried out by interpolation considering point trajectories and timings designed by the user.

![Figure 8: Timing specification with 5 intermediate positions](image)
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